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Jorge and Margarita, the house
parents that have been serving with
us for almost two years now have
given us their decision to continue on
indefinitely, for which we thank the
Lord. As you can see in the picture
above, the lines have been laid out for
digging the foundations of the new
house which will be built as the Lord provides. This will allow them to move over there and leave the
existing structure for use by the “Strong Tower Christian School. Mateo and Nicole are on the verge of
leaving us as their adoption process continues. Eventually, with the addition of the second floor, another
set of house parents will at that time increase the capacity of the Morning Star Children’s Home.
We are praising the Lord for placing it upon the heart of a young women from an assembly in Kansas
to come and teach English at the school for a year. She
should be arriving in January to help prepare the
curriculum for next year.

We continue to be encouraged by visitors
from the surrounding neighborhood who
attend Sunday services, and eagerly listen to
the gospel. Please continue to pray that the heavenly Father would call them unto Himself.
The US consulate has decided that Josi does not qualify for a resident visa, until such time as we (her
parents as her “petitioners”) take up residence in the US. So for the time being, she be here at home with
us. Lucy did however because she is still underage, qualify and has been granted US citizenship. So that
seems to be the end of the road for that batch of paperwork for now. While Aleks awaits DOD clearance
for Iraq, he’s working at the company offices in WA. Zoe is due to be born on the 19th. Carol will be there
by then Lord willing.

This Sunday will be there monthly elders retreat. These continue to be well attended for
which we thank the Lord. This month, taking advantage of the fact that Monday is a
national holiday, there will be an elders and full time workers conference in Trujillo. Ian
Burness from Echoes of Service, (Missionary Service Group in Great Britain) will be
Speaking, Tom will do the translating that day.
Left: Mateo is happier
these days now that he
gets to spend time in the
new swings.
Right: “Samba” our new
5 month old Giant
Schnauzer puppy is
helping Mary get over her
fear of dogs, and is also a
great playmate for the
kinder garden kids during
recess.

Thank you all for your prayers!

